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Die Sinologie des Instituts für Ostasienwissenschaften freut sich, Sie zu folgendem
Gastvortrag einladen zu dürfen:

Dr. Richard Q. Turcsányi

Palacky University Olomouc

China-Central (and Eastern) Europe relations 10 years
after the Warsaw 2012 summit: What went wrong?"
The lecture will comprehensively unpack China's relations with Central (and Eastern) Europe
since the initiation of the 16+1 platform in 2012 and the announcement of the Belt and Road
Initiative in 2013. First, the historical and international context will be presented to argue that
China and Central Europe are not the traditional friends, as we sometimes hear, but instead have
to deal with significant historical baggage in their relations. Second, the economic considerations
of both sides will be discussed, to explain why the CEE countries became initially excited about
China and why their expectations were exaggerated and became a new source of frustration.
Third, we will look at the politics involved to argue that this is what is driving the China-CEE
relations – but also what is the main limitation. Eventually, we will discuss how the Covid-19 and
the Russia-Ukraine war have basically ended the 16+1 platform, for the time being at least.
Richard Q. Turcsányi is a Key Researcher at Palacky University Olomouc, Assistant Professor at
Mendel University in Brno, and Program Director at the Central European Institute of Asian
Studies (CEIAS). He holds a Ph.D. in International Relations and further degrees in economy and
political science. In past, he conducted long-term research stays at the University of Toronto,
Peking University, National Chengchi University in Taipei, and the European Institute for Asian
Studies in Brussels. He is an author of "Chinese Assertiveness in the South China Sea" and has
published a number of academic articles and opinion pieces on Chinese foreign policy and
relations between China and (Central and Eastern) Europe. He is a member of various networks
focusing on contemporary China and EU-China relations, including the European Think Tank
Network on China (ETNC), a COST action “China in Europe Research Network” (CHERN), or
Chinese Observers in Central and Eastern Europe (CHOICE). Most recently, he has conducted
surveys of public attitudes towards China in various countries around the world, as part of the
Sinophone Borderlands project (www.sinofon.cz/surveys).
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